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In situ control of electron gas dimensionality in freely suspended
semiconductor membranes
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We present fabrication and measurements of gated suspended low-dimensional electron systems.
The core component of the device is a low-dimensional electron gas embedded in a free-standing
beam processed from a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. The dimensionality of the electronic system
is fully controlled by a number of gating electrodes on the suspended membranes. Operation in the
quantum Hall regime, in the one-dimensional case, and as zero-dimensional quantum dots is
demonstrated. The resulting devices can be applied as ultrasensitive bolometers and as
nanoelectromechanical circuits that reach the ultimate limits of displacement detection. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1580641#
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Successive dimensional reduction of electron system
semiconductor heterointerfaces led from the realization
high mobility transistors to the discovery of the quantu
Hall effect, quantum point contacts~QPCs!, and finally to
quantum dots that operate as single electron transistors.1 In a
similar way, the mechanical properties of semiconduc
nanostructures can be distinctly modified by constraining
size of the crystalline host in one or more dimensions:
contrast to bulk material the phonon spectrum in these ‘‘p
non cavities’’ is split into discrete subbands and quantizat
effects become important for the thermal conductiviti2

Along with ongoing progress in nanoprocessing technolo
it has recently become possible to fabricate free-stand
nanostructures with thickness of the order of only 100 nm
which these quantization effects have been observed.3–5

Gaining control of the phonon density of states opens
the possibility of designing a spectrum of lattice vibratio
and, in particular, of tailoring the electron–phonon intera
tion in the phonon cavity. While certain phonon modes c
be completely decoupled from the electronic system,
spontaneous emission of other modes can be stro
enhanced.6 Thus, phonon confinement seems to be a pro
ising way by which to increase control of dissipation a
dephasing processes in electronic systems which is an im
tant, yet unsolved, problem for the realization of quant
bits and quantum computation.7 Furthermore, freely sus
pended integrated devices that contain a low-dimensio
electron system can be employed to obtain ultrasens
bolometers4 and displacement detection close to the quant
limit.8–10

However, a combination of electron and phonon syste
of reduced dimensionality has only been put forth recen
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Since the fabrication of the earliest free-standing cantilev
that contained relatively large two-dimensional electron s
tems ~2DEGs!,11,12 mechanical properties of a suspend
2DEG resonator have been probed for smaller beam13

Hallbars,14 ballistic cavities15 and quantum point contacts9

have been integrated into suspended heterostructures.
cently, we reported on single electron tunneling in a fre
suspended quantum dot that formed an electron–pho
cavity.8,16

Here we want to address fabrication and control of fu
tunable gated low-dimensional electron systems in fre
suspended GaAs/AlGaAs membranes. In these structure
dimension of the electron system can be continuously
duced to form a 2DEG, a quantum point contact, as wel
single or double quantum dots thus allowing detailed inv
tigation of dissipation in phonon cavities.

The starting material is a molecular beam epitaxia
grown GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure which contains tw
functional layer stacks, described elsewhere.8 The top part of
the structure is the 130 nm thick active layer which w
remain free standing after processing. It contains a de
doped GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum well located 40 nm be
low the sample surface which sustains the 2DEG with
unilluminated sheet density ofns59.131011 cm22 and mo-
bility m5234 000 cm2/V s. Below, the sacrificial layer con
sisting of 400 nm of Al0.8Ga0.2As separates the active laye
from the buffer.

Fabrication of the samples involves a series of proce
ing steps starting with the application of AuGeNi ohmic co
tacts as well as thick Au bond pads by optical lithograp
Subsequently, gate electrodes are defined along with h
resolution position marks by electron beam lithography a
covered with 50 nm of Au. In the second step of electr
beam lithography which is carefully aligned with the existin
gate structures a mesa consisting of a beam with lengl
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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54 mm and widthw5950 nm is patterned and protected
a 60 nm thick Ni etch mask. Highly anisotripic inductiv
coupled plasma~ICP! reactive ion etching~RIE! with SiCl4
was employed to transfer the sample geometry into
2DEG and through the sacrificial layer. In order to minimi
edge depletion of the 2DEG and implantation of defects t
lead to reduced electron mobility a radio frequency powe
10 W was used to keep the etching bias below 40 V wher
the plasma was generated at an ICP power of 30 W. A
dissolving the etch mask in a solution of Fe–~III !–Cl the
sacrificial layer is removed beneath the mesa and gate e
trodes by wet etching in 0.1% hydrofluoric acid. The resu
ing free-standing structures are critical point dried in orde
prevent rupture due to surface tension of the evapora
solvent.

A typical sample is displayed in Fig. 1. The scanni
electron microscopy micrograph was taken at a steep a
to emphasize the three-dimensional character of the dev
The 950 nm wide, 4mm long, 130 nm thick free-standin
beam is clearly visible in the center of the nanostructure. D
to edge depletion from the reactive ion etch the width of
embedded 2DEG is reduced to aboutweff5800 nm. Beneath
the points where the suspended beam is clamped, the
porting remainders of the sacrificial layer can also be d
cerned. The mesa is crossed by three equally suspende
nm wide Au electrodes~gate Nos. 1, 3, and 5! which can be
used to deplete the 2DEG and form QPCs or tunneling b
riers. The spacing between two adjacent crossing gates is
nm. In addition, two suspended side gates~gate Nos. 2 and
4! of the same width are situated in between the cross
electrodes, enabling further control of the electron system

The measurements detailed in the following illustrate
flexibility of the devices described and allow one to study
dissipation mechanisms in the phonon cavity for contin
ously varying electronic dimensions. First, the 2DEG w
characterized by magnetotransport measurements. T
depletion of one of the crossing gates was used to form
QPC. Subsequently, two neighboring crossing gates w
employed as tunneling barriers to define a quantum dot~de-
notedA in Fig. 1! which was weakly coupled to the rese

FIG. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of a freely suspended nanostru
that sustains a fully tunable low-dimensional electron system. A 2DEG
embedded in the 950 nm wide, 4mm long, 130 nm thick free-standing
beam. Depletion of five equally suspended Au gate electrodes can be us
reduce the electronic dimension continuously from 2D, 1D to 0D, allow
one to operate the device as 2DEG, QPC, single or double quantum d
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voirs, the energy levels of which could be tuned with one
the side gates. Beyond the single dot, all gate electrodes
be biased to define a fully tunable serial double dot (A and
B, see Fig. 1!.

In Fig. 2, the differential conductanceG5dI/dVSD is
plotted versus a perpendicular magnetic fieldB, clearly
showing resolved Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations down
0.6 T at a temperature of 1.5 K. The solid line shows a tra
of the magnetoconductance for a gated beam like the
displayed in Fig. 1 whereas the dotted line represents
taken for an identical but ungated reference beam. Strikin
not only is the zero field conductance almost identical
both cases, but the positions of the magnetoconducta
minima that represent integer filling factors are also reac
at the same magnetic field values. Hence, both the ca
density ns5ge/h31/D(1/B)56.2531011 cm22 with spin
degeneracy factorg51 as well as the mobility of the
samplesm5(G0 /nse)3 l /weff55500 cm2/V s, with G0 be-
ing the zero field conductance, remain unaffected by the
biased Schottky gates, which is strong evidence of
sample quality obtained. The reduced mobility compared
the sheet value is a result of the reactive ion etching an
observed for suspended and nonsuspended samples.8 Spin
splitting is resolved forn57, 5, and 3 as can be seen fro
the inset that displays the same data versus 1/B.

Application of a negative bias to one of the crossi
gates~e.g., gate No. 1 in Fig. 1! leads to the depletion of the
underlying 2DEG and the number of conductance chann
is successively reduced within the constriction. Since
2DEG is not homogeneously depleted below the gate a c
ducting one-dimensional~1D! channel remains populated be
fore pinchoff and forms a QPC. The differential conductan
G of the sample at 5 K is plotted as a function ofVg1 by the
solid line in Fig. 3~a! and it shows smooth conductanc
quantization steps before the 2DEG is pinched off atVg1

522.0 V. In the derivative of the conductance cur
dG/dVg1 added to Fig. 3~a! as a dashed line four conduc
tance steps are clearly identified as minima.

Figure 3~b! shows a comparison of the conductance

re
is

d to

.

FIG. 2. Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in conductanceG of a gated~solid
line! and ungated but otherwise identical~dotted line! suspended 2DEG
measured at 1.5 K. The inset displays the same curves in a 1/B representa-
tion, clearly showing spin-split filling factors of 3, 5, and 7.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the QPC measured at 1.5 K forB50 and 4.5 T which is
equal to filling factorn57 ~marked as positionsa andb in
Fig. 2, respectively!. As expected quantization of magnet
electric subbands results in stretching of the conducta
plateaus.17 By performing this experiment edge chann
transport and the transition through and dissipation in
constriction can be monitored@see the lower inset in Fig
3~b!#.

As the next step, two of the electrodes~gates Nos. 1 and
3! were depleted enough to form tunneling barriers that
close a quantum dot (A in Fig. 1! in the suspended beam
The upper inset in Fig. 3~b! displays Coulomb blockade os
cillations in the conductance with respect toVg1 for fixed
Vg3 at T51.5 K. Despite the strong background which
imposed on the oscillations the Coulomb diamond w
mapped for varyingVg1 and VSD. The charge energy o
EC5e2/2CS52.74 meV deduced corresponds to a dot
pacitance ofCS530 aF and agrees well with the decomp
sition of the diamond above 6 K.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a fully gate-tuna
low-dimensional electron system implemented into a fre

FIG. 3. ~a! ConductanceG and derivativedG/dVg1 of the quantum point
contact formed by depletion of gate No. 1 at 5 K showing four quanti
conductance plateaus.~b! Conductance quantization at 1.5 K compared
B50T and 4.5 T~positionsa andb in Fig. 2!. The lower inset illustrates the
interplay of Landau levels and 1D subbands. The upper inset displays
lomb blockade oscillations with period of 2EC /a ~with conversion factor
a5Cg1 /CS ; see Ref. 8! in the quantum dot formed between gate Nos
and 3 measured at 1.5 K. The charging energy isEC52.74 meV.
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suspended nanostructure. It was shown that the dimensio
ity of the system could be continuously reduced so t
electron–phonon coupling of 2DEG, QPCs as well as qu
tum dots in a phonon cavity can be studied in a single dev
In particular, tuning of the electron dwell time inside th
quantum dot, which should strongly influence phonon em
sion, can be accomplished by variation of the tunnel c
pling via the appropriate gating electrodes. Furthermore,
system can be expanded to a serial double dot structure s
lar to the unsuspended one discussed by Fujisawaet al.18

thereby allowing one to gain further insight into phono
mediated dephasing processes.

Funds from the Bundesministerium fu¨r Forschung und
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gratefully acknowledged.
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